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Productivity challenges lie at the heart of Britain’s ability to compete internationally, grow sustainably and create wealth for all parts of the country. As a major contributor to economic output London – and the City of London in particular – is pivotal in helping the UK economy to succeed. The capital accounts for 15 percent of the population but one quarter of UK output. A job in London is around one third more productive than the UK average.

As previous work by Centre for Cities has pointed out, London and the UK have an ongoing productivity challenge. This emerged at the time of the global financial crisis in 2007 - well before a whole series of other supposedly “once in a lifetime” events. Of these, it was the public health emergency of Covid-19 that led to a dramatic acceleration towards hybrid working practices. Three years on, these changes are very much with us and yet remarkably - as this report points out - our collective understanding of their long-term impacts on the economy are poorly understood.

As employers, we know that many of our staff have enjoyed the benefits that much more working from home has generated for them. Countless surveys show that staff value increased flexibility and the reduced cost and time spent commuting. Many note the importance of an enhanced “work-life balance” that has come with not being in the office so often.

But some of these changes have come at a cost. Our city centres are less busy, many high street shops and smaller businesses have closed, and our public transport system is quieter and more dependent on subsidy. Car use may have crept up outside of central London which raises sustainability questions at the time of a climate crisis. There is evidence too that some employees – especially the young - may be missing out in terms of their career development, social engagement and opportunity to learn from their colleagues.

As this report highlights, the evidence built up pre-pandemic was that there were significant benefits associated with people working in the same place at
the same time, especially in knowledge intensive sectors where the City holds a pre-eminent position. Increased density means the economy is able to generate higher levels of innovation and better paid jobs. A big part of the economic case for the Elizabeth line was driven by this factor.

Fast forward to 2023 and we find ourselves living through a real-time experiment in which the longer-term impacts of hybrid working on productivity are at best not yet fully understood. The findings of this report indicate that there needs to be proper research into the longer-term effects of hybrid working. We may also need to adopt a precautionary approach to its long-term implementation. The report notes that a simple step would be to make travelling into work on Mondays and Fridays - when things are quieter - significantly cheaper. This would complement the excellent “Destination City” and “Let’s do London” campaigns that have been rolled out by the City and GLA with much support from the EC BID and others. A campaign to get people back into Central London for work, highlighting the benefits to career development, learning and progression, could be adopted.

A productivity partnership between London government, UK Core Cities, major employers, and BIDs would help in the exchange of ideas and emerging evidence of hybrid working on the London economy and how best to manage its impacts. Devolution of more of London’s tax base to its city halls would provide a strong incentive for local and city-wide government to support further economic growth.

Britain is weathering its biggest economic crisis for over seventy years. As businesses battle to play their part in delivering on good growth, government at all levels needs to explore how to support the economy, competitiveness, and sustainability. Understanding the impact of hybrid working and acting to mitigate its unintended effects should be a priority for business and government. This report makes a valuable contribution to doing just that.

Nick Carty
Chair | EC BID
Covid-19 turned what had been very busy office districts in the heart of our biggest cities, and London in particular, into ghost towns. There were many who claimed that this would be the so-called ‘new normal’, with those who could embracing fully remote working permanently. But fast forward three years and, while current working patterns would have been unimaginable as recently as January 2020, it is also clear that the ‘new normal’ that was widely predicted hasn’t materialised.

This report focuses on how working patterns in London, the place that benefited the most from face-to-face interaction in the UK pre-pandemic and saw the largest shift to remote working during it, have responded since the lifting of Covid-19 restrictions. Through a survey commissioned for this research, it shows that in April 2023:

- On average central London workers came into the office 2.3 days per week, 59 per cent of January 2020 levels.
- The most common working pattern was two days in the office. Of those who go to their workplace, 31 per cent do so two times per week. That said, almost half of workers went into their workplace for three, four or five days.
- Younger workers were more likely to be in the office than older workers, as were workers who lived within Greater London.
- Three quarters of companies have mandated that their workers come into the office at least one day per week, and over a quarter of workers come in more frequently than this baseline requirement.

These working patterns are a result of a strong return to the office since restrictions were lifted. Data from Transport for London on Tube exits in parts of the Capital dominated by offices shows how the recovery has played out from virtually no commuting during lockdowns. In particular, it shows that there was
a large increase in exits in the second half of 2022 (despite storms and strike action), with exits up 40 percent between April and November 2022.

This should come as no surprise. There are no free lunches; unless the pandemic has caused a fundamental change in how people generate and share ideas, the future should be at most a moderated version of the past.

There is a long literature on the importance of agglomeration in shaping the geography of the economy, which this report summarises. Its impact on London specifically meant that not only were the UK’s knowledge-intensive activities concentrated in central London in particular on the eve of the pandemic (making it the high productivity, high-wage economy that it was and making the UK economy more productive as a result), but that they had been for at least a century running up to it. It is these benefits that mean that fully remote working has not become the dominant model of working post pandemic.

The debate around the future of work that happened particularly in the first year of the pandemic did not sufficiently take this into account. It focused on the perspectives of the employee only, rather than the employer. There are very clear upsides to greater flexibility for the employee, not least a large reduction in commuting costs. But this has to be balanced against the benefits to innovation and creativity of workers interacting with each other face-to-face and of the on-the-job learning that happens when colleagues are in the same room. (The latter, especially for younger workers, effectively amounts to an unofficial apprenticeship.)

The concern for London – and the wider UK economy as a result – is that the return to work that has been seen in central London since restrictions were lifted appears to have stalled in 2023 to date. Since January exits from the same TfL stations has remained around 70 per cent of February 2020 levels, with around half of all working hours being done remotely.

The key question is, if this is what working patterns will look like from now on, what impact will they have on productivity? And for London in particular, will a capital running on two to three days per week in the office be enough to both reverse the productivity struggles it has faced over the last thirteen years and drive up long-term prosperity?

Because this is an experiment, there is little evidence available to answer this question definitively but there is strong evidence that face-to-face interaction has positive impacts on innovation, creativity and learning, and so long-term productivity as a result. The big risk therefore is that, because the benefits of home working (such as reduced commuting costs) are very visible and instantly realised by the worker, and because the benefits of office working are both longer term and less visible, policy is shaped by these short-term benefits and unintentionally does longer-term harm.

Given this, local and national government should not passively let a public
health emergency turn into a longer-term negative impact on the economy. The reticence from most businesses to go beyond asking employees to come back to the office more than three days a week is understandable given the perspectives of employees and how tight the labour market currently is. This means that there needs to be collective action to continue the recovery, with both the national government and the Mayor of London working with businesses to create a positive campaign in order to encourage an increase in the minimum number of days expected in the office.

Policy should also look to minimise the costs of office working to the employee where feasible. This means maintaining the frequency of public transport services schemes to limit the time cost of commuting by public transport. And it means reducing monetary costs too. The latter in particular is a challenge given the financial hole Covid-19 has created for transport authorities. However, if a temporary scrapping of morning peak fares on a Friday – the least popular day for office work – caused a substantial increase in commuting, it could see an overall increase in revenues.

Policymakers should also be very cautious of policy being overly influenced by the short-term nature of the debate on home working as this could come at the cost of longer-term prosperity by inadvertently undermining agglomeration benefits. As well as maintaining frequency of public transport services and traffic management in London, it will need to continue to:

- **Manage the balance between residential and commercial space in central London** so that the former does not cannibalise the latter. Switching commercial property to residential use is not easily undone. All things being equal, a major shift towards residential would limit the ability of the central London economy to grow in the future.

- **Improve public transport infrastructure.** Delaying long term decisions on further investment today in the belief based on short term evidence that demand will be permanently lower stores up problems for tomorrow.

Finally, the Government should be more proactive in attempting to measure the impact of hybrid working on productivity. If this lies at the heart of future decisions about land use and transport investment then it should conduct research on what this impact is to better inform future policy decisions. The Mayor of London should contribute to this through the establishment of a Productivity Advisory Council (akin to the Chancellor’s Economic Advisory Council) made up of businesses to feed in the impact of hybrid working and other issues on the productivity of the Capital.
The Covid-19 pandemic and the lock downs that came with it inadvertently forced many advanced economies into a big experiment, with large shares of workers in their economies shifting to remote working. This triggered a debate about the future of work, with the virtues of remote working for employees being extolled and many predictions made about the death of the office.\footnote{See for example: Covid-19 could cause permanent shift towards home working, The Guardian, 13 March 2020; Barclays boss: Big offices 'may be a thing of the past', BBC, 29 April 2020; The Remote Office Is The New Normal: 3 Reasons Leaders Are Shifting Strategy, Forbes, 25 June 2020}

Much of this debate though was presented from the perspective of the employee. There are very clear upsides to remote working, such as not having to commute (which brings both money and time savings) and being able to better balance family and working commitments. So, it is understandable that this view has got a lot of attention.

But it hasn’t usually presented the position of the other key actor in the location of jobs: the employer. The motivations of this actor will influence what the future world of work will look like. And it has also tended to overlook what benefits the workplace brings to the employee, for example through on the job learning from colleagues. In doing so, it has presented remote working as a free lunch – everyone will benefit from this change in working.

Both the academic literature and the revealed outcome of where jobs (particularly the knowledge-based ones that are in principle the ones that can most easily be done at home) are located in developed countries suggest that, prior to the pandemic, there were considerable benefits for workers and firms clustering in cities and city centres in particular. This resulted from the benefits that cities offer to businesses and workers through a process known as agglomeration.

The purpose of this research is to review what agglomeration is, why it is important, and what this may mean for London and the national economy.

Introduction
depending on where people ultimately do their jobs in the future. It is structured as follows. Section 3 reviews what the literature says about agglomeration and how this has shaped London’s economy. Section 4 looks at the return to the office in central London since lockdowns have been lifted, in part by using the results of a survey commissioned for this report. Section 5 presents scenarios that could emerge in the future. And Section 6 concludes and offers guidance to policy makers.

Box 1: Defining London

Unless otherwise stated, London is defined in this report as the primary urban area (PUA). This captures the built-up footprint of the Capital and is the Greater London Area plus the authorities of Broxbourne, Dartford, Elmbridge, Epping Forest, Epsom and Ewell, Gravesham, Hertsmere, Runnymede, Spelthorne, Three Rivers, Watford and Woking.
Agglomeration is the geographic concentration of economic activity. It is perhaps the most widely observed feature in the organisation of the spatial economy, and can be observed across the world, and throughout history, at a variety of different geographical levels. This phenomenon is evident in the existence and growth of cities, in the formation of industrial regions and districts, and in the clustering of related activities within the same neighbourhood of a town or city. It is why national economies aren’t evenly spread across their territories but are clustered in specific places.

This section sets out what the benefits of agglomeration are, how it affects different parts of the economy differently and what impact it has on productivity.

**Agglomeration means that the world is not flat**

Agglomeration occurs because of the benefits that firms and workers derive from being close to one another. There is now a great deal of empirical evidence consistent with the theory of agglomeration, which indicates superior economic performance for firms and workers in larger cities and industrial concentrations.

The consensus from the literature is that agglomeration economies exist and that they induce higher productivity for firms and workers. Figure 1 provides a histogram of estimates of the change in productivity that is brought about by change in agglomeration (‘agglomeration elasticities’) from the international empirical literature, comprising 47 empirical studies reporting over 1,000 estimates. The unweighted mean value of the distribution shown in Figure 1 is equal to 0.046. An elasticity of 0.046 implies that a doubling of city size creates a 4.6 per cent uplift in productivity levels.

---

2 Melo P, Graham DJ and Noland RB (2009), A meta-analysis of estimates of urban agglomeration economies, Regional Science and Urban Economics 39, 332–342
In other words, the benefits of agglomeration increase with scale because, as the size of markets increases, opportunities to achieve better economic outcomes also increase. It is for this reason that cities become more productive as they get larger. In other words, the agglomeration benefits multiply. And it is part of the reason why London and Paris, Europe’s two mega cities, are the most productive large cities on the continent.3

Figure 1: On average, studies suggest that larger places are more productive

The results of 47 studies of the impact of agglomeration on productivity (the agglomeration ‘elasticity’)

While this may appear to be a relatively small effect, productivity really matters for economic efficiency, so small increases in productivity can lead to substantial benefits across the economy in monetary terms. For example, the Elizabeth Line adds a net value of nearly £3.1 billion to the UK economy through agglomeration (firm productivity) gains. This is equivalent to 24 per cent of the direct user benefits normally quantified according to the previous official transport appraisal methodology.4

There is also some debate on whether these elasticities are underestimated due to the way that the literature has traditionally measured city size or because they get larger as cities get larger.5 More work needs to be done in this area though to test these findings.

3 Rodrigues G and Breach A (2021), Measuring up: Comparing public transport in the UK and Europe’s biggest cities, London: Centre for Cities
5 Graham DJ and Gibbons S (2019), Quantifying Wider Economic Impacts of agglomeration for transport appraisal: Existing evidence and future directions, Economics of Transportation, 19, 100121
Agglomeration benefits knowledge-based activities much more than routine ones

Activities that are centred around knowledge creation are the ones that tend to benefit the most from agglomeration. Estimates in the UK, which made use of extensive firm-level panel data for four broad sectors of the economy (manufacturing, construction, consumer services and business services) show the extent of this. It found that agglomeration had a 4.4 per cent uplift on productivity as city size doubled (consistent with the results above). For manufacturing and consumer services it estimated an elasticity of 2.4 per cent, for construction 3.4 per cent, but for business services it was much higher at 8.3 per cent (see Figure 2). The study also found that the effects of agglomeration diminish more rapidly with distance from source for service industries than for manufacturing, suggesting that the ‘learning’ benefit of agglomeration (see below) is particularly important to this type of activity.

Figure 2: Agglomeration has a bigger impact on more knowledge-focussed activities

Estimates of the agglomeration elasticities for different industries in the UK

Source: Graham DJ, Gibbons S, and Martin R (2009), Transport investments and the distance decay of agglomeration benefits, Working paper, Imperial College of London

There are three main production benefits to agglomeration, which play out over different distances

The main benefits that agglomeration has on production in a city (its consumption impacts are discussed in Box 2) can be classed into three categories: sharing, matching and learning:

1. **Sharing**: In larger markets fixed costs are reduced via sharing of indivisible facilities (e.g. roads, streetlights), intermediate suppliers, workers, and consumers. Sharing also encourages specialisation and allows firms to pool risks.

2. **Matching**: In larger markets, it is easier for different types of worker and different types of employers to find each other, and more productive job-worker matches therefore occur at a faster rate (also known as labour market pooling).

3. **Learning** (also known as knowledge spillovers): more dense environments facilitate the transfer of information, knowledge and skills and the creation of unconventional ideas. Even in a world of fast communication technologies, close connections between large groups of people and firms provide more opportunities for learning and the sharing of tacit knowledge through face-to-face contact, which tends to facilitate knowledge exchange and transfer of skills. Both the generation of knowledge and its diffusion benefit from these interactions.

This is particularly important for on-the-job learning, with proximity to colleagues serving as a sort of apprenticeship scheme for younger workers. Workers located next to each other can learn more easily from each other,10 while younger workers get larger wage gains when moving to the centres of cities.11

These benefits play out over different distances. Matching plays out over large distances and varies depending on the distances that workers are prepared to commute. The size of London’s commuter area shows how deep the pool of potential workers that are available to businesses locating in the Capital is. For example, 5 million working age people live within an hour’s commute by public transport of Liverpool Street Station. And in 2011, 800,000 people commuted into the city. That represents four times the population of York crossing into the Capital every workday.

The learning element of agglomeration plays out over a much smaller distance. For the advertising industry in Manhattan this has been estimated to have the greatest impact over 750 metres, while other research finds that these agglomeration effects are strongest over a distance of 1.6 kilometres. A recent study finds evidence of the co-location of similar businesses in neighbourhoods, buildings and even within the floors of buildings, demonstrating the importance of unplanned face-to-face interactions with near neighbours, while there is a drop off in collaboration even within a 10 minute walk between buildings within the same company.

13 Source: ONS; Census 2021
14 Source: Census 2011
18 Emmanuel N, Harrington E and Pallais A (2023), The power of proximity to coworkers: Training for Tomorrow or Productivity Today? Working paper
Box 2: The impact of agglomeration on consumption

As well as boosting production, on the demand side agglomeration creates positive *externalities in consumption*. This encourages customer-facing firms to locate closer to consumers and exploit the benefits of scale, while consumers enjoy lower prices and better opportunities for consumption of amenities and goods in larger markets. The collection of theatres in the West End (an example of ‘club goods’) and the much wider range of restaurants on offer in London are a reflection of this.

Prior to the pandemic, these forces shaped the geography of London’s economy

Looking at data for London shows how agglomeration influenced the geography of London’s economy on the eve of the pandemic, with the influence of the ‘learning’ element of agglomeration in particular becoming clear. In 2019, as Figure 4 and Figure 5 show, despite accounting for 1.7 per cent of the Capital’s land the centre of London accounted for:

- 41.9 per cent of all GVA in London. This activity was especially concentrated in the City of London, which accounted for 14.8 per cent of economic output.
- 31.5 per cent of all of London’s jobs.
- 52.7 per cent of all of the Capital’s private sector knowledge-intensive business services (KIBS) jobs.

---

19 Borck R (2007), *Consumption and Social Life in Cities: Evidence from Germany*, Urban Studies, 44(11), 2105–2121
**Figure 4:** London’s economy is concentrated in its centre

Share of output, jobs and private knowledge jobs in London

Source: ONS

**Figure 5:** A small part of London accounts for a large part of its economic output

Gross Value Added per square kilometre by lower super output area

Source: ONS
Where firms locate is the result of a trade-off between the benefits and costs of agglomeration

Agglomeration does not come without its costs. Particularly, commercial (and residential) rents are more expensive, congestion is higher and air quality is worse.

Where firms locate depends on how they balance the trade-offs between the access to the benefits that agglomeration offers and the increased costs it creates. As shown above, the literature shows that more knowledge-intensive industries that undertake more bespoke activities see a net benefit from a central location. More routine activities (for example, call centre and back office operations) do not benefit from access to knowledge spillovers to the same extent because of the nature of their activities and so tend to locate further away from a city centre.21

Reflecting this, the clustering of economic activity in London occurred pre-pandemic despite the higher costs of commercial space in the centre that result from higher demand. Office space per square metre in the centre of London (proxied by rateable values) was 224 per cent higher than in the rest of London, which itself was 147 per cent higher than for the rest of England and Wales. Figure 6 shows that the cost of space broadly falls the further from central London a location is, with the one clear exception being Canary Wharf (itself the result of the agglomeration of financial services companies in particular).

21 Swinney P (2017), Why don’t we see growth up and down the country? London: Centre for Cities
Figure 6: Office costs in central London are most expensive in the centre, and fall away with distance from it

Office rateable values per square metre by lower super output area

The most productive parts of the UK economy have clustered in the centre of London

The result of this high-knowledge clustering in the city centre was that sectors in the centre of London in particular were more productive than elsewhere in the country. Figure 7 shows that central London was more productive than both the rest of London and the rest of Britain for almost every broad sector in the economy. This was especially the case for finance and insurance and information and communication. For finance output per job was £175,000, slightly higher than the rest of London (which was pulled up by Canary Wharf)\(^{22}\) and considerably higher than the £95,000 in the rest of the country.

\(^{22}\) Excluding Tower Hamlets (which includes Canary Wharf), finance and insurance output per job was £88,000 in the rest of London.
Figure 7: Individual sectors, especially agglomeration-sensitive ones, are more productive in central London than elsewhere

GVA per worker by sector, 2018

The digital age has not undermined agglomeration, and central London had been playing a growing role in the Capital’s economy in the two decades prior to the pandemic.

The central paradox of the digital age is that the economy has increasingly concentrated in successful cities despite the rise of ever more sophisticated communications technologies through this time.\(^{23}\) Empirical evidence from the US highlights an increase in the employment share of interactive occupations over years 1880 to 2000 that is larger in urban than in suburban agglomerations\(^{24}\) because of the benefit that these industries get from the learning element of agglomeration.\(^{25}\) In case of less interactive tasks, there is widespread evidence of

\(^{23}\) Glaeser, E (2010), Agglomeration economics, University of Chicago Press


the opposite force – that is, the dispersion of manufacturing industries from core regions to peripheral regions in developed countries.26

Ever more sophisticated communications technologies have of course made home working more feasible, as Box 3 shows. But it did not reverse the increasing concentration of knowledge-based activities in city centres in the decades leading up to the pandemic.

**Box 3: The rise of more sophisticated communications technologies and home working**

The rise of better communications technologies appears to have facilitated more home working before Covid-19 struck. A 2012 US Census Bureau report found that the proportion of employees who mainly work from home had more than tripled between 1980 to 2010, from 0.75 per cent in 1980 to 2.4 per cent in 2010.27 Home workers spanned a wide spectrum of jobs, ranging from sales assistants to managers and engineers, with a correspondingly wide range of incomes.

In the UK, home workers constituted over 13 per cent of the national workforce in 2011, which corresponded to a growth of two percentage points since 2001.28 Most of these home workers were self-employed (63 per cent). The WFH rates in the UK were consistent with the EU average, but the Netherlands and Finland reported even higher maximum levels of WFH.29 According to the UK Labour Force Survey (LFS), the share of home workers rose to 14.5 per cent in the latter half of 2019, with London’s share (14.3 per cent) being very close to the UK average.30

The LFS also found systematic variation in the WFH rates by occupation and industry. The highest WFH rates were reported amongst skilled traders (25 per cent) and managers, directors and senior officials reported higher WFH rates (21 per cent), whereas sales and customer services (4.2 per cent) and elementary occupations e.g. cleaners (6 per cent) reported the lowest rates. This was reflected in home working by qualification. Another study found that almost half of graduates have worked from home, whilst just over 10 per cent of those with no qualifications have worked from home.31

---

28 Beauregard A, Basile K and Canonico E (2013), Home is where the work is: A new study of WFH in Acas--and beyond, Acas research paper, 10(13), 1-99
30 Office for National Statistics (2020), Coronavirus and WFH in the UK labour market: 2019
These increases in home working though were both small, and have not stopped national economies continuing to concentrate in big cities. This suggests that either there was a rise in hybrid working pre-pandemic in jobs located in successful cities, or it was jobs located outside of cities that were more likely to move to a remote working pattern.

This was very clearly seen in London. Between 1998 (the earliest data available) and 2019, London (and the UK’s) economy became more concentrated in the centre of the Capital. The central London economy grew by 104 per cent in real terms over the period, faster than the 58.6 per cent that the rest of London expanded by, and 40.5 per cent for the rest of the country. This meant that 51 per cent of output from London’s economy was created in central London in 2019, up from 45 per cent in 1998 (see Figure 8).

**Figure 8: London’s economy has become more concentrated in its centre since 1998**

Gross Value Added in central and the rest of London

This growth has been driven by knowledge-based industries that benefit the most from agglomeration. In 1998 the information and communication, professional, scientific and technical and finance and insurance industries already had more than 50 per cent of their output produced in the centre of London. And this increased throughout the period for all three. For information and communication

---


33 Central London is defined in this paper as a circle of radius 2 miles with Holborn station at its centre.
and professional, scientific and technical, this was the result of their activities in central London growing almost constantly since 1998. For finance and insurance, growth in the centre outstripped that elsewhere before 2008, but the continued concentration in the centre since 2008 has been the result of the shrinking of the sector elsewhere in London (particularly Canary Wharf) – growth in the centre has flatlined since the Global Financial Crisis (see Figure 9).

Figure 9: Agglomeration-sensitive industries have grown faster in central London than elsewhere in the Capital since 1998
The forces of agglomeration have long been present in London

The forces of agglomeration are not, though, factors that have emerged in the last two decades. Cities have always been places where people have been able to come together to exchange tacit knowledge face-to-face. The longevity of the forces of agglomeration sounds caution to predictions of the impact that the pandemic will have on the importance of them, and it should not be expected that they will be easily reversed.

Data from the 1911 census shows that this has been the case for at least 110 years (and likely much longer). While knowledge-based industries played a much smaller role in the national economy in 1911 than today, the benefits of a city location meant that these activities had a very particular geography. Knowledge-based jobs accounted for 6 per cent of all jobs in urban areas in England and Wales, compared to 2 per cent in non-urban areas, meaning they were home to four in every five of these jobs.

This was most acutely the case in London. As is the case today, it accounted

---

35 The definition of knowledge-based jobs in the context of the economy in 1911 is defined as architects, surveyors, engineers, journalists and workers in advertising, officers of commercial enterprises, commercial or business clerks, bank officials and clerks, insurance officials and clerks, bill brokers and agents, accountants, commercial brokers and agents, solicitors, barristers, law clerks, and those engaged in scientific activities.
Urban areas are defined as the land covered by today’s primary urban areas.
for a disproportionate share of knowledge-based jobs: in 1911 it was home to around 21 per cent of population and jobs in England and Wales, but 41 per cent of knowledge-based jobs.

**Table 1: Knowledge-based jobs have long clustered in London**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Share of population (%)</th>
<th>Share of all employment (%)</th>
<th>Share of knowledge jobs (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1911</td>
<td>2019</td>
<td>1911</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban areas</td>
<td>63.3</td>
<td>55.2</td>
<td>64.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>London</td>
<td>21.0</td>
<td>17.2</td>
<td>21.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Integrated Census Microdata (I-CeM) and Great Britain Historical Database (GBHD). Data was taken at the parish level and aggregated up to modern primary urban area boundaries

Because census data in 1911 was collected on a residence rather than a workplace basis, it does not reveal where in London these jobs were (and indeed may slightly undercount the total amount of jobs in London, especially the higher-paid ones that made a longer commute worth it). But analysis on data from a 1929 survey on commuting show that there were large commuter inflows into central London, and that wages increased with longer commutes, suggesting the jobs in the centre were paying higher wages, presumably to do higher-value work.36 The learning element of agglomeration played out then as it does now.

These long-lasting patterns have also stood up to several challenges before the latest threat from the Covid-19 pandemic. Box 4 looks at the impact of the first technological shock to threaten the forces of agglomeration: the Victorian commuter railway.

**Box 4: Victorian railways - the first technological challenge to cities**

Challenges to the importance of agglomeration are nothing new. There are a number of ‘shocks’ to cities that in principle should have weakened the impact of agglomeration, such as the development of video conferencing. The analysis above shows that the economy concentrated within central London despite this relatively recent development.

The first major technological challenge to the forces of agglomeration was the development of commuter railway lines into London.37 This development

36 Seltzer A and Wadsworth J (2022), The impact of public transportation and commuting on urban labour markets: evidence from the new survey of London life and labour, 1929-32, CEP discussion paper
led to a decline in the population of the City of London as faster transport opened up the possibility of living further from the centre, and the Capital’s population dispersed. But it did not lead to an equivalent dispersal of jobs too. While the night time population of the City declined between 1851 and 1921, its daytime population continued to rise, and doubled over this period to close to 400,000.
The onset of the Covid-19 pandemic in a world where knowledge-based jobs can be undertaken (at least in part) remotely as a result of technological developments triggered an enormous experiment in the world of work and posed serious questions about the future geography of national economies in developed countries. This section looks at what the literature to date has to say on its impacts and how working patterns in central London, where the impacts of agglomeration were most clearly seen pre-pandemic, have changed since lockdowns have been lifted.

The productivity impact of a rise in remote working is not yet understood

The key area of debate on what will be the dominant way of working in the future has hinged on whether there has been any productivity hit to moving to remote working. If there is no long-term change to productivity (or indeed an increase), then this would cast doubt on the on-going requirement for face-to-face interaction.

The short answer to this question is that it is too early to tell, with various studies pointing in different directions. For example, on the negative side:

- A study of UK workers found that the transition from office-based work to WFH (work from home) led to increased work intensification, online presenteeism and employment insecurity, thereby causing psychological strain and poor levels of work engagement.38

- Similarly, a study of the US workforce reported decreased worker productivity resulting from increased work intensity (e.g. receiving more

38 Adisa T, Ogbonnaya C, Adekoya OD (2021), Remote working and employee engagement: a qualitative study of British workers during the pandemic, Information Technology & People
information from teams and engaging in more planning activities) due to WFH.  

• Another study conducted in Japan concluded that WFH productivity was about 60-70 per cent of the productivity at business premises and was especially low for employees and firms that started working from home after the onset of the pandemic.  

• Additional evidence suggests that since the onset of mass home working, 30 per cent of workers reported that it is now more difficult to meet targets, and they had concerns of underperforming. Previous studies have also found that home workers reported longer working hours.  

• A study of Microsoft found that interactions between workers during the pandemic tended to become more siloed, with fewer links between different departments and a decrease in synchronous communications that made it harder to share information between colleagues.  

Meanwhile, on the positive side:  

• A study of Finnish workers found that home workers were more relaxed, more efficient, and produced a better quality of work.  

• A study in America estimated a 5 per cent productivity uplift from saved commuting time and optimisation of working practices from more flexibility.  

• A study commissioned by the Bank of England highlighted differences in the impact across UK firms. According to this study, firms where more work could be done from home and where sales involve less face-to-face contact with customers reported a productivity increase between the second quarter of 2020 and the first quarter of 2022.  

Existing studies have also explored how socio-demographic factors contribute to differences seen in the impact of WFH. For example, one study found that WFH

40 Morikawa M (2022), Work-from-home productivity during the Covid-19 pandemic: Evidence from Japan, Economic Inquiry, 60(2), 508-27  
43 Yang L, Holtz D, Jaffe S et al. (2022), The effects of remote work on collaboration among information workers, Nature Human Behaviour, 6, 43–54 (2022)  
45 Barrero J, Bloom N and Davis S (2021), Why working from home will stick (No. w28731), National Bureau of Economic Research  
men were less productive than WFH women. Additionally, unmarried workers with no children, older workers, and those with higher levels of income were also found to be less productive. Another study found that highly educated, high-wage employees and long-distance commuters exhibited smaller reductions in productivity when WFH. Having an appropriate workspace was also associated with higher levels of productivity, something more likely in larger living spaces.47

All of these studies look at the relatively short-term impact of the pandemic on productivity. It is possible that the impacts are felt over the longer term. If pre-existing social bonds helped to get work done in the immediate shift to greater remote working, but it affected the ability to create new bonds or impacted upon creativity and new ideas generation, then the impact may take much longer to emerge.

A very recent paper looking at workers in a Fortune 500 software engineering firm (so a study focusing on knowledge work – something previous studies have tended not to do48) offers some insight on this. By looking at feedback on engineers’ code, it shows that Covid-induced remote working increased short term productivity but had long term impacts on on-the-job training and promotions, especially for younger workers. It also found evidence that working in a hybrid model pulled down productivity by making collaboration more difficult.49

This provides evidence to answer the question that ultimately will determine what will happen in the future – that is, the individual benefits versus the wider company benefits of proximity. Even if shifting to home working makes individual workers more productive (and the evidence on this for knowledge work is light), knowledge firms and the cities they are located in could still lose the collective benefits of between-worker and between-firm interaction.50

It should be no surprise that predictions of a wholesale shift to fully remote working have not come to pass

Given this distinctly mixed picture, it is worth considering both the theoretical impact of the rise of more advanced communications technologies on the benefits of agglomeration and the observed patterns of behaviour that have

---


49 Emmanuel N, Harrington E and Pallais A (2023), The power of proximity to coworkers: Training for Tomorrow or Productivity Today? Working paper

happened in London since lockdown restrictions have been lifted.

The two benefits that are in theory affected by the rise of technologies are the matching and learning elements of agglomeration. In principle, matching – that is, the ability of cities to match people to jobs – is deeply affected. Remote technologies quite literally open up a world of workers that companies can hire from, rather than solely those within commutable distance.

Learning, though – the sharing of ideas and information – is not. There is no doubt that remote technologies do offer some degree of substitution to face-to-face interaction, but they do not seem to replace them. Analysis of the eye-movement data of people communicating over video conferencing finds that virtual communication can curb creative idea generation.51

Crucially, this in turn impacts on matching. If people do still need to come together, then geography becomes important again for hiring. It may be the case that commuting distances have become longer as people trade in fewer days, pre-pandemic, with longer commutes – although there isn’t any strong evidence on this as yet – but they still need to be within commuting distance. This would suggest that agglomeration will remain important.

**The shift from fully remote to hybrid working shows the enduring benefit of face-to-face interactions in London**

The gradual change in behaviour of workers and companies, since the lifting of the final lockdown, backs up this theory. Far from Covid-19 triggering a future world of fully remote working, real time and survey data point to a return to the office that is being encouraged by businesses. This suggests that there is a productivity loss by not being able to interact face-to-face.

Unsurprisingly, there was a large increase in home working across the country as a result of the Covid-19 lockdowns. While the majority of jobs still had to be done at a workplace – in the 2021 Census, 49 per cent of people did not work from home – there was a 28-percentage-point increase in home working from the previous census to 31 per cent of all people in England and Wales.

This was most clearly the case in London. The ability of knowledge-based jobs to be done remotely,52 and the proportion of these jobs in the Capital, meant that home working53 by the city’s residents increased from 3 per cent to 42 per cent (see Figure 10).

---

52 Source: ONS Characteristics of Home Working Survey
53 Defined as fully remote or most days worked from home.
But the most recent census was conducted during a lockdown. What is more interesting is how workers and businesses have responded since. For this there is little official data. But combining Transport for London (TfL) data with a survey commissioned for this report gives insights as to how this picture has evolved.

Looking at TfL data for Tube exits from Underground stations in and around the City of London (where offices are the dominant use of space), Figure 11 shows that:

- There was a sharp increase in exits in the second half of 2022, and by the end of November 2022 weekday exits were up to 71 per cent of February 2020. This was 40 per cent higher than in April 2022, and represents a weekly increase in exits of around 600,000 in spite of storms and repeated train and London Underground strikes.
- It has plateaued, however, in 2023 to date, with very little further increase beyond November 2022 levels.
- This return varies by day of the week, with Tuesdays, Wednesdays and Thursdays being more popular than Mondays and Fridays (reflecting pre-pandemic trends). Thursdays are the busiest days.

Source: Census 2011, 2021

---

54 These stations are Aldgate, Aldgate East, Bank, Barbican, Blackfriars, Cannon Street, Chancery Lane, Farringdon, Holborn, Liverpool Street, London Bridge, Mansion House, Monument, Moorgate, Old Street, St Paul’s and Temple.
The survey of 558 central London workers fills in detail on the behaviour of individual workers that the TfL data cannot provide. It shows that in April 2023:

- On average workers spent 2.3 days in the office, or 50 per cent of all working days. This was 59 per cent of January 2020 levels. Box 5 looks at working patterns before the pandemic.

- At 2.4 days, the number of days in the workplace was slightly higher for people living in London than those commuting in from outside (2.0 days). In particular, those living outside of London were less likely to work 4 or 5 days in the office than those living within it.

- Of those going into work (as opposed to working fully remotely), the most popular hybrid model was two days in the workplace – 31 per cent of workers did so. That said, almost half of workers went into their workplace for at least three days. Tuesdays and Wednesdays were the most common days in the office, while Friday was the least popular.

- Younger people were more likely to go into work than older people, with those aged under 30 spending more time in the office. Given the likely contribution more experienced people make towards on-the-job learning for younger workers, this may be an important issue for skills development.
Box 5: Working patterns before the pandemic

While hybrid working has risen to prominence since the lifting of Covid-19 restrictions, working some days remotely was already a popular option before the pandemic hit. In January 2020, 11 per cent of survey respondents worked fully remotely (with their office notionally in central London). Excluding these people to look only at workers who went to the office pre-pandemic shows that 28 per cent were working a hybrid pattern. Of these workers, the most popular pattern was working one remote day per week.

In line with the TfL data, the survey also shows that there has been an increase recorded in the amount of time spent in the office, but this trend is much more muted than relevant TfL 'office' station exits (suggesting respondents overestimated how much they worked in the office 12 months ago).

Most businesses have insisted on a return to the office, but vacancy data suggests hybrid working will persist

It appears that the majority of businesses working in activities that could be undertaken from home have taken a cautious approach to requiring people to come back into the office. Few businesses have been outspoken on the issue. The CEO of Goldman Sachs was a clear exception this, describing home working as 'an aberration'.

This caution is understandable given the mismatch between employer and employee preferences and the post-Covid-19 labour shortages experienced in many countries. Numerous surveys have reported on large numbers of employees who claim they would quit their job if required to come in to work five days a week. A survey of WFH preferences across 27 countries highlighted a gap between employer plans and worker desires. The survey found that employers planned an average of 0.7 WFH days per week post-pandemic, but workers wanted more than 1.7 days. Separate US data from the Survey of Working Arrangements and Attitudes 2021 and UK data from the Business Insights and Conditions Survey 2021 showed similar mismatches.

The most high-profile mismatch between organisation and employees has perhaps been between Apple and Twitter and their staff, with plans to increase
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office working days being met with strong employee pushback.59

That said, more company bosses appear to have spoken out against home working in recent months. At the World Economic Forum in Davos it was reported that there was more open questioning of home working from business leaders such as JP Morgan and BlackRock.60 And more recently even Mark Zuckerberg, CEO of Meta (and the creators of the Metaverse, which imagines a much greater amount of life will occur virtually), told staff that working in the office helped build relationships and get more done, referring to preliminary analysis that suggested that junior engineers “perform better on average when they work in-person with team-mates at least three days a week.”61 These comments were echoed by Disney CEO Bob Iger in January.62 And more recently IBM’s CEO, Aravind Krishna informed employees that a failure to return to the office may lead to limited career progression. He told Bloomberg, “Remote work can be hazardous to your career”.63

Despite the wider reticence, the majority of central London office-based businesses appear to have also set minimum office days. Three quarters of respondents to the survey said that their companies required them to be in their workplace at least one day a week, and almost half had their days specified by their employer. Two days was the most common number of required days (26 per cent), followed by three (21 per cent).

A number of employees go to their office more than this baseline requirement. Just over a quarter of respondents reported going in more than prescribed by their employer, although for workers living outside of London it was much lower at 6 per cent. This suggests that despite the nervousness reported around employers pushing people back to the office, a reasonable number are already going beyond what guidance has been given.

There is as yet seemingly little appetite for employers to push beyond these requirements. Using job adverts as a proxy for employer intentions in the future, Figure 12 shows postings on Indeed for any vacancy that says it is either hybrid or remote for companies based in London. For all jobs, the share is both considerably higher than pre-pandemic levels and, while it was flat for much of 2022, it was higher than for 2021.

59 "When Office Return Turns Sour: Apple and Twitter’s Struggles Reveal Fractures In Corporate Culture", Forbes, April 4 2023
60 "Working from home is under threat – from employers", The Times, 19 January 2023; ‘Get back to the office or else, JP Morgan Chase warns’, The Times, 13 April 2023
61 ‘Job cuts, AI and the office – Mark Zuckerberg sets out to fix Meta’, The Times, Friday 17 March 2023
62 “The companies backtracking on flexible work”, BBC, 7 February 2023
63 “IBM CEO says working from home won’t get you anywhere”, Techradar 8 May 2023
Figure 12: London’s share of remote job postings is still climbing

Job vacancies advertised as remote or hybrid by London-located companies

Source: Indeed  
Note: This data is not seasonally adjusted

Commercial office costs have not yet seen sharp falls

One of the knock-on impacts of predictions of much greater home working was that there would be a big fall in demand for office space in the centre of London. Data from property agencies does not suggest that this has happened to date. Rents for Grade A space in the West End have recovered from falls at the beginning of the pandemic, although rents in the East End are around 6 per cent lower than 2019.

It appears, however, that there has been some change in the structure of deals being made. Rent free periods (which don’t show in the headline rent figures) have been extended, and the length of contracts has fallen from 11.6 years to 6.4 years. There are also signs of a flight to quality, with 91 per cent of office space leased in the City of London in the year to June 2022 being grade A, up from 67 per cent pre-pandemic and evidence of businesses swapping larger grade B space to smaller grade A offices.64 This suggests that demand for central London office space has weakened but there has not been an implosion.

64 ‘The hidden sorry state of the London office market’, Investors’ Chronicle, September 19th 2022
Worker spend has recovered in line with the return to the office

Unsurprisingly, businesses built around selling goods and services to workers have seen a hit from the reduction in worker footfall. An index that tracks the performance of Pret-a-Manger stores in the City and Canary Wharf shows that in early 2021 transactions were less than a third of what they were before the pandemic. But this has recovered in line with the recovery in workers in the second half of 2022 and as of the last two weeks of April 2023 it had reached 95 per cent of its pre-pandemic baseline.

65 Quinio V (2020), Homeworking and the high street: How important is it for city centres that workers return to the office? London: Centre for Cities
It is not clear how things will settle in the coming years, and what the results of the experiment will be but where central London finds itself today does, at least, provide a likely floor to what is likely to happen in the future. Given this, the following sets out three scenarios using this bounding in order to outline the uncertainties over what will happen and what the potential longer-term implications of each scenario would be.

**Scenario 1: Hybrid working continues to match current patterns**

This is a world where weekday Tube exits from ‘office’ stations in and around the City remain around 62 per cent of pre-pandemic levels, with Thursdays – the most popular day – up to 70 per cent of pre-pandemic levels. The volume of people exiting on Tuesdays, Wednesdays and Thursdays (daily average of 717,000) is much higher than Mondays and Fridays (an average of 546,000), and 2 to 3 days in the office per week is the most popular pattern.

The long-term implications to consider in this scenario are the impacts on:

**Productivity and pay**

This is the most important, and most contentious, implication. If there is no productivity impact from a hybrid approach to working, then there will be no long-term impact on the national economy from a greater amount of home working. However, there is very little evidence to date regarding whether this is the case, both in terms of whether there is an impact and in terms of what the size this impact is likely to be. For example, if there is a productivity hit, is it linear, so that the loss for two days’ home working is double that of one day? Or is the hit for
one day much less than that for two days?

The question to answer is whether a two- or three-day office week is enough to establish and sustain social bonds, maintain creativity and facilitate on-the-job learning to the level that a five-day office week would do. Agglomeration theory would predict that this is not the case - the serendipitous nature of how new ideas are generated would mean that more limited face-to-face interactions would create a hit. It seems likely though that this would not be linear if tasks not requiring input from colleagues are done on home working days (e.g. admin tasks); creativity would fall by less than 40 per cent in a scenario where people spend 40 per cent less time in the office (by working two days remotely).

For London, though, the challenge is not just maintaining productivity levels in a different model of working arrangements; it is to kickstart productivity growth, which had flatlined since the Global Financial Crisis. The big risk here is that hybrid working sees a further deterioration in productivity growth off the back of a poor performance over the previous decade and a half at a time when the London economy needs to move in the opposite direction.

If this is the case then there would be a knock-on impact on wages and standards of living. If productivity rises less quickly than it would in a world where office working is the default, then this should feed through to lower wage increases (off the back of already poor wage growth in the Capital since 2008). There is an argument that workers are willing to trade this against the benefits of greater home working. But people should at least be clear that this trade off may exist – working from home may mean immediate lower commuting costs but could mean lower wages in the longer run.

It could also have an impact on skills accumulation and career development. If less time is spent in the office, and older workers in particular spend less time there, then the ‘unofficial apprenticeship’ that happens from face-to-face learning would be reduced, with implications for future promotions, wage increases and standards of living.

Public Transport

The public transportation system would need to adapt to a more permanent working pattern shift. London’s transport system (TfL) is particularly vulnerable to the shift to hybrid work because it is far more reliant on fare revenue than its global counterparts, with more than 70 per cent of its income coming from ticket
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sales. The result is that the pandemic has created a large funding gap.

The options for TfL in light of no further increase in government subsidy are either to cut services or find an alternative funding model in order to stay afloat. On the former, cutting services would lengthen travel times, meaning that the number of people within commutable distance of London would shrink, weakening the matching benefit of agglomeration and so making London relatively less attractive for businesses. It would also make tackling climate change and air pollution more difficult in the Capital. On the latter, TfL’s ability to shift its funding model is constrained by legislation – it does not currently have the power to raise non-fare revenue in the same way cities like Paris, New York, and Singapore do.

**Car usage**

If workers spend more time in a lower-density suburban environment, particularly outside of London, then car usage could increase as car dependence increases. In 2011, 90 per cent of commutes into central London were undertaken by public transport, by foot or by bicycle. Given the less extensive coverage of public transport in outer London and beyond because of their lower-density nature, any travel that is done on home working days is much more likely to be done by private transport. This would likely be compounded if TfL had to subsequently cut its services.

National data on transport usage supports this. Car trips returned very close to pre-pandemic levels in 2021, despite reduced commuting because of increased home working, while public transport usage trailed well behind.

**Property market**

In principle fewer working days per employee reduces the requirement for office space. Crucially, this depends on any one company’s workforce being staggered throughout the week (a trend that neither the TfL nor the survey data show has seen to date) rather than coming in on the same days, and the ability of a company to adjust its space due to its tenancy agreement and the nature of the building it is in.

If workers were staggered, and there was no drop in the output from these workers, then this would lead to an increase in profits due to the cost saving from lower rents. A reduction in overall demand would then pull down the cost of space across central London, creating a cost saving for those companies that negotiate their lease and do not downsize. How much this saving would be would depend on whether lower rents attract in businesses that were previously priced out of central London.
If workers aren’t staggered, and so come in on the same days each week to maximise the benefits of face-to-face interaction, this means that similar amounts of office space will be required to that of a pre-pandemic working pattern. The result would be that there would be no material cost saving. If productivity does fall as a result of hybrid working, then this is the worst outcome for businesses, as profits decline while property remains a fixed cost.

The data suggests the latter is playing out so far. As set out above, the fact that commercial rents have not substantially fallen suggests either that few companies are reducing floorspace yet or that any reduction in floorspace is being offset by increasing demand from companies moving into central London.

**Scenario 2: Hybrid working persists, but central London’s economy continues to grow**

This first scenario limits itself to looking at a pre-pandemic baseline in terms of total number of jobs. It is possible, though, that, even in a hybrid world, the number of workers in central London exceeds the pre-pandemic baseline if the number of jobs in central London continues to grow in the way it did in the decades before the pandemic. If agglomeration continues to be important, then this is a likely outcome.

The implications for the transport network depend on what happens on peak midweek days and how many jobs are created. Because office working still remains considerably below its pre-pandemic peak, there would need to be considerable jobs growth for usage on a morning peak to outstrip that of pre-pandemic levels.

However, if there was a further increase in the popularity of Wednesdays and Thursdays towards pre-pandemic levels without an increase in working on other days, this would pose a particular problem. It would mean that London would require the same Capital investment in transport and an increase in day-to-day running costs as would be the case in an expansion on a five-day commuter model. The economics of providing this would clearly be more challenging and present the worst-case scenario for TfL and Network Rail.

**Scenario 3: Ways of working return back to what they were like in 2019**

An upper bound limit is a one where working patterns return to what they looked like pre-pandemic, with four to five days in the office being the most popular pattern and the number of jobs in the centre of London continuing to grow. In this scenario, central London firms see that there is a competitive advantage associated with having their workers spend their working time in the office, and those companies that downsized since the pandemic have to readjust to larger footprints.
If this were to happen, then the challenge for the Capital would be as it was pre-pandemic: to deal with the costs of growth, making sure that enough commercial and residential space is provided and that there is sufficient investment in the transport system to deal with rising congestion to address the Capital’s poor recent productivity growth.

While this third scenario may seem unlikely, given the stalling in the return to work that the TfL ridership data suggests, what is clear is that all of these scenarios are far above what was widely predicted in 2020. Even if there are no productivity implications from less time spent in the workplace, the scenarios above show that where the equilibrium settles on this will have considerable implications at the very least for how London is managed.
The lockdowns that were instigated as a result of the Covid-19 pandemic triggered a mass experiment in the way in which large parts of the economy functioned, with many workers switching from working in their office to working at home. This led to many predictions in 2020 that office working had been consigned to the past but the gradual return of workers to the office since lockdowns have been lifted have shown these predictions to be wide of the mark.

The analysis in this report shows why this should be no surprise. The forces of agglomeration shaped the geography of the UK economy, and London in particular, not just on the eve of the pandemic but for at least 100 years previous to it. Projecting from a point of crisis is always unreliable, but even more dubious when these predictions go against trends that are at least a century old. There are no free lunches; unless something fundamental has changed in how people generate and share ideas, the future should be at most a moderated version of the past.

While the mass change that was predicted has not come to pass, the world of work at the time of publication is still considerably different from January 2020. In central London, workers went into the office in April 2023 at around 60 per cent of what they did in January 2020. And older workers, and those who live outside of London have lagged this average.

This is a concern for the UK economy, if there is a productivity hit to having workers meet less frequently face-to-face. There is no strong evidence either way to provide any insight on what has happened to productivity since 2020 – this is an experiment being run for the first time. But there is a strong literature on the benefits that agglomeration creates that would suggest that there will be a long-term productivity hit.

Clearly, greater flexibility brings very visible short-term benefits to individual workers. But if there is an ‘externality’ generated by bringing them together, then there is a risk that in a currently tight labour market this unprecedented flexibility
takes priority over the longer-term benefits that face-to-face interaction brings to both the company and the wider economy, most notably through creativity, innovation and on the job learning and career development.

The reticence of businesses to require employees to be back in the office more frequently is understandable given how tight the jobs market continues to be and the apparent mismatch in employee and employer preferences. There have been few employers who have been willing to publicly state they want staff back full time.

This means that a coordinated move between business and government is likely to be required to create a further shift in working patterns. Both the national government and the Mayor of London should now work with businesses to encourage an increase of the minimum number of days expected in the office, with the Mayor launching an equivalent to his ‘Let’s Do London’ post-lockdown campaign to encourage workers back to the office more frequently.

Policy should also aim to minimise the costs of office working for workers. It can do this in two main ways. First, it can at the very least maintain existing service levels on public transport so as not to increase the time taken to commute. Second, it can reduce fares. The scope to do this is likely to be limited given the impact of the pandemic on transport revenues. But an option would be to temporarily remove peak morning fares on a Friday, the quietest day of the working week. Where technically possible, this should be linked to travel earlier in the week, so that if someone had used the network at peak time three times already that week then their Friday travel would be discounted. If this caused a substantial increase in ridership it would boost revenues.

Policymakers should also be very cautious of policy being overly influenced by the immediate benefits of home working to the individual at the cost of longer-term prosperity by such policies inadvertently undermining agglomeration. As well as maintaining frequency of public transport services and traffic management in London, policy will need to continue to:

- **Manage the balance between residential and commercial space in central London** so that the former does not cannibalise the latter. Switching commercial property to residential use is not easily undone. A shift towards residential would limit the ability of the central London economy to grow in the future.

- **Improve public transport infrastructure.** Delaying long term decisions on further investment (in projects like Crossrail II and the Bakerloo line extension) today in the belief, based on short term evidence, that demand will be permanently lower stores up problems for tomorrow.

Finally, the Government should be more proactive in attempting to
measure the impact of hybrid working on productivity. If this lies at the heart of future decisions about land use and transport investment, then it should conduct research on what this impact is to better inform future policy decisions. The Mayor of London should contribute to this through setting up a Productivity Advisory Council (akin to the Chancellor’s Economic Advisory Council) made up of businesses to feed in the impact of hybrid working and other issues on the productivity of the Capital.
Methodology of the survey

To collect information on the working patterns of central London workers, Centre for Cities commissioned Focaldata to run a survey and supplemented this through a mirrored survey using Google Forms. It ran from 18 April to 1 May 2023. Respondents were asked questions on working patterns covering remote/hybrid work and days worked in the office for the periods of January 2020 (pre-pandemic), April 2022, and April 2023. Respondents had to work (or notionally work if fully remote) in central London as defined in the map below for each time period covered. In order to be representative of central London’s office workers, the sample was weighted to reflect the sectoral composition of central London, based on data from ONS’ Business Register and Employment Survey and census 2011.

In order to have responses reflect those working in office-based jobs, two filters were applied. The first was to exclude any workers who worked on weekends to remove people working in face-to-face services like shop floor retail and hospitality. The second was to exclude those working in health.

This approach collected 558 relevant responses.
Figure 13: Definition of central London
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